
Exploring the new Raspberry Pi Zero

 Cheaper Still
The new $5 Raspberry Pi Zero is a best seller at 

a very low price. By Joe Casad

A new Raspberry Pi just joined the 
family, descending on the catalogs 
of selected distributors in late No-
vember. The new Pi also appeared 

as a covermount on the Pi Foundation’s 
MagPi magazine. Newsstands quickly sold 
out of the magazines, and “Out of Stock” 
messages started to appear at the distributor 
websites. 

Why the sudden run on the market? Be-
cause the Raspberry Pi Zero is so little, and 
so inexpensive: only $5 for a working com-
puter that runs existing Raspbian editions 
and other Rasp Pi software. And, it works!

If you thought the original Rasp Pi was 
tiny, get ready for something significantly 
smaller (Figure 1). The new Pi is only 
65x30x5mm – which means it occupies a 
space on the table that is 60 percent smaller 
than the old 85x56mm Pi editions. Actually, 
the space needed for plugging in the cables is 
larger than the Pi Zero itself (Figure 2). On 
the inside, you’ll find a Broadcom BCM2835 
application processor with 1GHz core and 
512MB of LPDDR2 SDRAM.

In an interview with the Wall Street Jour-
nal, Raspberry Pi Foundation founder Eben 
Upton explained he got the idea for the Pi 
Zero after talking to Alphabet/ Google Exec-
utive Chairman Eric Schmidt. “I told him we 
were thinking of making future Raspberry 
Pis a little bit more expensive, up at about 
$50 or $60, and a bit more powerful.” 
Schmidt recommended aiming for a lower 
cost. “He said it was very hard to compete 
with cheap. He made a very compelling 
case. It was a life-changing conversation.” Le
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After his talk with Schmidt, Upton went 
back to the lab and “scrapped all the engi-
neering plans for more expensive versions 
of future Pi computers.” According to 
Upton, “the idea was to make a powerful 
thing at the same price, and then make a 
cheaper thing with the same power.”

We picked up one of the last Raspberry Pi 
Zeros left from a local distributor outlet and 
took it for a drive.

Setting Up
As most Pi users know, one of the unwritten 
facts about the Raspberry Pi is that the $35 
Raspberry Pi computer is only $35 if you 
have all the other equipment you need: an 
old monitor and mouse, an HDMI cable, a 
power cable, a spare SD card. 

The same thing applies to the Pi Zero – or 
even more so since the unit only has one free 
USB port and no built-in networking. To use 
your Pi Zero in a basic desktop configura-
tion, you’ll need an SD card, a USB OTG 
(“On the Go”) cable, a power supply with 
USB cable, a WiFi USB dongle if you want to 
connect to a network, and a powered hub.

Adafruit has a Pi Zero Budget pack with 
many of the extra parts you’ll need, although 
it is sold out as of this writing. The apples-to-
apples comparison for the cost of outfitting a 

Rasp Pi 2 (RPi2) versus a Rasp Pi Zero shows 
the cost benefit is almost negligible if you 
plan to use the Pi 
Zero in a basic end-
user setting that re-
quires USB ports 
and a network con-
nection (Table 1).

The more bare-
bones you make 
your system, the 
more influence the 
ultra-cheap $5 
board has on the 
total price. In sce-
narios where the Pi 
Zero is serving 
some single-pur-
pose embedded or 
mechanical role, 
and you don’t need 
a powered hub or 
network connec-
tion, the lower 
price becomes 
more significant.

If you are using 
your Pi Zero in an 
embedded setting 
and want to make 

Figure 1: The Pi Zero is really small, but it’s missing some of the ports you’ve grown accustomed to if you use 

the Raspberry Pi 2.

Figure 2: The cable connections take up more space than the whole 

computer.

Pi Zero RPi2B
Kit $29.95 for Adafruit Pi Zero Budget pack with Rasp Pi Zero, 

mini-HDMI to HDMI adapter, OSB OTG cable, 8GB SD card, 
power supply, 2x20 male header strip

$69.95 for RPi2 CanaKit at Amazon with RPi2, 8GB 
SD card, WiFi adapter, power supply, micro-USB 
cable, case

Powered USB hub $21.95  *

WiFi dongle $11.95  *

Case $4.95  *

TABLE 1: Pi Outfitting Cost
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What i Really think
For desktop home hackers, the cost savings 
of a Pi Zero is a bit of an illusion, because 
the cost of replacing the missing compo-
nents brings the price very close to the RPi2 
price. For specific uses that don’t require 
networking or more than one free USB port, 
the Pi Zero is a welcome addition to the 
conversation.

Trying the Pi Zero was interesting, but you 
know what else would have been interesting? 
Trying the more powerful $50 model that 
Upton was going to build before Schmidt 
talked him out of it. The gradual progression 
of the ultra-low-priced Raspberry Pi toward 
the power and performance of a standard 
desktop computer seems incredibly interest-
ing – and perhaps more revolutionary than 
the auxiliary effort to put out a scaled-down 
system that cuts costs by cutting back on the 
number of ports.

I can see why Schmidt thinks it is a good 
idea to get the system down to the lowest 
possible price, because his company makes 
money by giving services away and then 
extracting value by exploiting user relation-
ships. The Google business model, how-
ever, is not suited for the Raspberry Pi en-
vironment, and I’m pretty sure the Raspberry 
Pi Foundation has no interest in going that 
direction.

To illustrate the problem of a cost barrier 
that the Pi Zero is intended to address, Upton 
kicks off the Pi Zero launch video by point-
ing to an ancient BBC Microcomputer he 
bought in 1989, which, he says, required him 
to “drain all the money” he had, including 
his piggy bank and savings. However, the 
£220 he paid in 1989 would be worth some-
thing like $600-$800 today, which is truly dif-
ferent from the “barrier” presented by a $35 
Raspberry Pi that would create the need for a 
$5 Raspberry Pi alternative. 

Given the scope of the full Raspberry Pi in-
frastructure – the price of the surrounding 
devices and the time and effort invested in 
maintaining a system – the cost difference 
between a $35 Raspberry Pi and a $5 Rasp-
berry Pi really is negligible.

Of course, the Pi developers have every 
right to experiment and innovate. If the goal 

use of the GPIO system, you’ll notice that 
the GPIO pins are missing from the Pi Zero 
board. You’ll need to solder an add-on GPIO 
pin header strip to the board to use the 
GPIO pins.

The Pi Zero is a full Raspberry Pi version 
that runs all the systems you can run on a 
normal Raspberry Pi. Prepare an SD card as 
you would normally, and boot the system. 
The result should be the same login dialog 
leading to the same main windows you ex-
pect to see with your system.

The absence of an Ethernet port means 
you’ll probably need either a wired Ethernet 
or WiFi dongle, unless you plan on connect-
ing through SSH or the GPIO. We had signifi-
cant issues trying to get the networking to 
work consistently. 

Although these problems weren’t a direct 
result of bugs in the Pi Zero, the fact that we 
weren’t able to use our first option for the 
local network (wired Ethernet) forced us to 
scramble for an alternative, and we ran in to 
some documented issues related to the avail-
able Comfast WiFi dongle. Another docu-
mented Raspberry Pi issue that becomes crit-
ical with the Pi Zero: better to avoid a back-
power USB hub.

peRfoRmance
The Pi Foundation points out the 1GHz 
ARM11 core is 40 percent faster than the 
700MHz RPi1 models, but if you’ve gotten 
use to your quad-core RPi2, with its spacious 
1GB memory, you’d better get ready for some 
waiting. Table 2 shows the boot time and the 
time to open a few common applications for 
a Raspbian “Jessie” system running on the 
RPi1B, RPi2B, and Pi Zero.

As you can see in Table 2, Pi Zero perfor-
mance is roughly comparable, and even 
slightly superior, to RPi1B performance; 
however, the RPi2 with its quad-core proces-
sor and 1GB blows away the Pi Zero for these 
simple tasks.

Of course, opening desktop applications is 
not the forte of the Pi Zero. Mileage may vary 
for GPIO applications or SSH sessions run-
ning through the free USB port, but it is a 
safe bet the Pi Zero is slower than the RPi2B 
but as fast or slightly faster than the RPi1B.

RPi1B RPi2B Pi Zero
Boot 1 min 10 sec 28 sec 54 sec

Open Minecraft 2.5 sec 1.3 sec 2.5 sec

Open LibreOffice Writer 42 sec 12.5 sec 23.0 sec

Open Mathematica 2 min 0 sec 21.5 sec 2 min 15 sec

TABLE 2: Comparing Performance
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is to establish this $5 price point and then 
slowly add features back in so the Pi Zero 
eventually approximates the performance of 
an RPi2, that would indeed be interesting – 
but it hasn’t happened yet.

An RPi2B is better equipped and more con-
venient for everyday uses than a Pi Zero. To 
be sure, buyers have the right to buy some-
thing just because they want to, even if it 
isn’t better than something they have already 
bought – especially if it only costs five bucks. 
Upton says the Pi Zero “costs the same as a 
latte,” and it is worth remembering that lots 
of people buy a latte just because they want 
a latte; they don’t have to prove that they 
need latte or that this latte is up to the stan-
dard set by a different latte.

If you’re not an embedded programmer 
and are a basic maker/ hacker type, I don’t 
see a big reason for using a Pi Zero if you al-
ready have an RPi2 unless the smaller form 
factor is useful for your design. Intuitively, it 
seems like the subset of users who have the 
wherewithal and resources to support a 
Raspberry Pi home environment but are sty-
mied by the high cost of a $35 computer is 
relatively small; however, some Pi users in 
third-world economies or brainiac pre-teens 
funding their Pi experiments on a fixed al-
lowance will welcome the new $5 model.

Although you don’t hear about it much at 
Raspberry Pi community websites, the Rasp-
berry Pi product line also serves a segment 
the embedded development industry, provid-
ing single-board systems as a tool for proto-
typing, or even as mass-produced embedded 

boards that require a full-OS level of process-
ing power. For this embedded market, the Pi 
Zero is a valuable addition.

conclUSion
My profoundest hope for the new year is that 
the Pi Foundation keeps its longstanding 
commitment to delivering an incredibly rich 
hacker experience and doesn’t get distracted 
with chasing products that are designed to 
maximize the social media appeal. The pro-
gression from the RPi1A and B to the RPiB+ 
to the RPi2 was all about adding power and 
capability while holding a constant price. The 
Pi Zero hits significantly under that price, but 
it also stops the march toward more powerful 
and versatile systems.

The Raspberry Pi developers should be 
commended for shrinking the Pi to such a 
tiny size and shrinking the price to as little as 
$5. Is the Pi Zero a real contender for maker 
board marketshare? I honestly wouldn’t bet 
on it. For most users, the hours of hacking 
pleasure working on a faster machine with 
more features and fewer cabling issues easily 
justifies the $30 additional cost.

The Pi Zero will probably find a niche with 
embedded developers who want to fit Pi-
level processing power into a tiny space or 
manufacturers who want to shave off unit 
cost for a larger device with a Pi inside. As 
for me? I’m going to plug my RPi2 back in 
and keep using it until I need a Raspberry Pi 
that fits inside a baby shoe or a matchbox 
car, at which point, I’ll definitely rely on the 
Raspberry Pi Zero.  ● ● ●
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